A descriptive study of everyday perceptual process emerged out of a dialogue with the New Look school of psychology which emphasized the necessity of achieving a closeness to life, an inclusion of the person, and a unification with other psychological subfields in the study of perception (Wertz, In press, a). The present exposition will take a skeletal sampling of the findings as a point of departure for a discussion of the value of such a descriptive approach. We will briefly review its contribution to a continuing dialogue with the New Look, traditional perceptual psychology, and the phenomenological description of perception.
The General Findings
A taxonomy of everyday perceptual process
Although perception takes many diverse forms and involves a complex multiplicity of components, we can distinguish it generally from other varieties of experience. Perception apprehends its reality as "present" as opposed to recollection and anticipation which disclose "past" and "future" matters. While imagination generates fictions which may vary freely without regard to the immediate bodily sur-roundings, perception is rooted in and exclusively concerned with the latter's apprehension. Behavior is directed towards the same field, but its intention is to transform it (e.g., through motility or manipulation) rather than to witness it as it is. Whereas thought presents objects nonintuitively, that is in an empty way (e.g., as mere possibilities), perception is directed towards intuitive fulfillment.
One type of perception occurs when the perceptual sphere as a whole is in the background or in a state of mere potentiality. Examples of this are the perception of a person who is deeply engrossed in thought, reminiscence or sleep. In such cases the bodily surroundings are not given explicitly or differentiated.
Other types of perception involve the explicit singling out or differentiating something from its background. This background admits of several sectors of determination (see Table 1 ). The surrounding temporal Spatially Present perceived objects related to the thematic object perceived objects relevant to (may be responded to by) the perceiver perceived objects which are wholly irrelevant ("the margin") objects not perceived but given as potentially perceivable context includes other perceptions, thoughts, behaviors, etc. with their respective objects, which though not focused upon, are retained as past or protended as future ( Husserl,1905 ) . While some of these experiences have no bearing upon perceptual processes, some past experiences inform the present perception, which likewise may inform other experiences
